ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR

3459-15

Henry AdessoCharge Shelf Floor Lamp

1.0

Model # 3459-15

Step 1.

Step 2.

Assemble from top side

Note:screw long threaded end of poles
(H) into the thick top charging shelf (A6).
H (Poles with
long threading)

Step 3.
A4 (Middle wood shelf)

I (Long poles)

C (Metal pieces)

A3 (Wired long pole)

C (Metal pieces)
A 5 (Wired screw pole)

C (Metal pieces)
A6 (Thick wood shelf)

Step 4.

Step 5.

A2 (Bottom wood shelf)

C (Metal pieces)

Feel free to use the more
or less metal pieces (C).

K (Legs)

Step 6.

A1 (Wired leg)

Then turn the lamp over to up-right position.
A7 (Wired short pole)

J (Short poles)

C (Metal pieces)

C (Metal pieces)

B
D
Insert 2 tiny screws(B) into leg(A1)
and tighten using Allen Wrench (D).

Step 7.

Use screw nuts (E) to secure the socket
frame (A8) to the short poles (J) .

Step 8.

F(Socket ring)
L(Shade)
Set shade (L) onto the socket
and tighten clockwise with
socket ring to secure shade .

A8 ( Metal socket frame)
E (Screw nuts)

G (Hex wrench)

N (Plastic tie)
Here fold the remaining slack of
the power cord with plastic tie (N)
to fasten securely for a cleaner look .

Here pull the remaining slack
of the power cord out carefully
through point (M) .

Adjustable screw nuts
to keep the lamp stable
on all surfaces

B. Tiny screw C. Metal piece D. Allen wrench E. Screw nut
20 PCS

2 PCS

H. Pole w. long I. Long pole
threading

3 PCS

3 PCS

Assembly Instructions (English)

1 PC

J. Short pole

3 PCS

GENERAL PRODUCT INFORMATION:
This product is suitable
for dry locations only.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS:

Point (M)

A.

Caution:
Load max weight 6 pounds

3 PCS

K. Leg

3 PCS

F. Socket ring G. Hex wrench

1 PC

L. Shade

1 PC

1 PC

N. Plastic Tie

1 PC

This portable lamp has a polarized plug (one
blade is wider than the other) as a feature to
reduce the risk of electric shock. This plug will fit
in a polarized outlet only one way. If the plug does
not fit fully in the outlet, reverse the plug. If it still
does not fit, contact a qualified electrician. Never
use with an extension cord unless plug can be
fully inserted. DO NOT ALTER THE PLUG.
BULB TYPE: (1) 150 watt incandescent or 42 watt
CFL equivalent. (not included)

GET INSPIRED. SHARE YOUR STYLE.
#myadesso

Visit www.adessohome.com for details.
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